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Profile:
B_Tour, established in Berlin in 2013, is a nomadic curatorial platform dedicated to artistic 
guided tours, audio walks, and experimental navigation in the field of performance and 
visual art. B_Tour presents projects by artists, social and cultural experts, architects, 
activists and experts of everyday life who suggest creative approaches to explore, relate 
and interact with cities. Projects often look at the intersection between art and art 
mediation, walking as a performative and/or political act, narratology, anti-tourism and 
walking as a corporal experience. B_Tour reflects of notions of locality and community in 
the context of the urban, human-technology interface and geographical hegemony. The 
projects implement innovative approaches to participation and cultivate new discursive 
artistic formats.

B_Tour presented 5 festivals and individual projects by approx. 60 artists and artist groups 
in Berlin, Belgrade, Leipzig, Copenhagen and Vilnius. Apart from the main program of 
mobile projects presented in the public space, the programs included a series of panel 
discussions about current urban matters called B_Talks; a public screening program, 
workshops, networking events and special programs for young people.



Dystopia. B_Tours Vilnius - September 2017
B_Tours Vilnius,  is a collaboration between The Lithuanian National Drama Theatre, The Architecture Fund in Vilnius and B_Tour Berlin. 

Supported by: Goethe-Institut Lithuania, The Lithuanian Ministry of Culture, The Lithuanian National Drama Theatre, The Architecture Fund, The Indian Embassy 
and the Global Cultural Exchange Scholarships of the State of Berlin. 

Dystopia has long been the literary form for authors and artists to reflect about past and current social predicaments by articulating disturbing future scenarios. 
Today with environmental precariousness, cultural and religious collisions and violent political and economic uprisings, dystopian fictions channel the anxiety of 
citizens around the world. As the nervous centers of global economic and political systems, cities, more than other human environments, are where these dystopias 
often unfold. The reason for this development is that recently, cities's geographical outlines, governing systems and demographics change most abruptly and at 
higher rates than ever before. Moreover, cities are becoming more influential than nation states as large urban agglomerations are connected by inexorable streams 
of information, capital and goods. While cities around the world have manifested "real-world" dystopian scenarios (violent terrorist attacks, mass displacement, civil 
wars etc.), this high level of connectivity to other "global cities", make them a prolific source of innovation, inspiration and opportunity. B_Tours Vilnius festival 
invites a group of local and international artists to imagine dystopian futures, focus on dystopias of the past and of repressed collective traumas or look into the 
notion antagonistically by proposing positive alternatives instead.



Drisat Regel/موطئ قدم /Foothold/דריסת רגל - 
B_Tours Tel-Aviv-Jaffa-Lod - May 2017 
B_Tours Tel Aviv-Jaffa-Lod is a collaboration between Jindas (Lod), Center for Contemporary Art (Tel-Aviv/Jaffa), Artport Tel-Aviv-Jaffa and B_Tour 
(Berlin) together with the curators and cultural managers Iris Pshedezki and Gili Zaidman. 

Supported by: Stiftung Deutsch-Israelisches Zukunftsforum, The Israeli Lottery Foundation for Art and Culture, Goethe-Institut Tel-Aviv, Tel-Aviv 
Municipality, The Austrian Embassy and others. 

Drisat Regel (foothold in Hebrew), indicates the possibility to be in a position from which progress can be made, while foothold also carries a sense of being 
stuck, standing still. In Hebrew this figure of speech refers also to a violent act of running someone/something over. Tel-Aviv-Jaffa and Lod are mixed cities 
where Jews, Muslim, Christians, Arabs, Russians, Israelis, Palestinians, Ethiopians and many others share a common urban environment. Our choice to work in 
these cities is a result of the necessity to create new forms of exchange that bypasses the violence and prejudice prevailing in mainstream communication 
channels. It is important for us to create a space from which a human and meaningful observation of the reality in which we live in is possible and explore new 
forms of neighbourly relations and the notion of home. 

This year’s edition of the festival in Israel, explores artistic projects which implement innovative approaches to community outreach and active spectatorship. 
Various levels of participation will be explored; from initial sharing of information with local agents; to projects which are based on consulting and dialogue 
with particular representatives of various community groups; to a routine exchange in which the creation process is shared between the initiator and the 
participants and more complex approaches of co-authorship and co-curation of the projects; up to community owned initiatives.

Preliminary list of participating artists : Scandar Copti (PSE), Neta Weiner and Yonatan Kunda (ISR), Meir Tati (ISR), Rotem Volk (ISR), Miriam Schickler (PSE), 
Chaya Ruckin (ISR), Einat Amir (ISR), Tom Soloweitzik (ISR), Amitesh Grover (India), Johanna Steindorf (GER), Sonya Schöneberger (GER), Camila Rhodi 
(BRA/AUT), Pepe Dayaw / Nowhere Kitchen (Philippines/GER/BRA), Paz Ponce (ESP), Ilona Marti (SWZ).



Through Someone Else’s Eyes
Copenhagen Art Week /Alt _Cph - August - September 2016

Through Someone Else’s Eyes was a 
collaboration between Copenhagen Art Week, 
Alt _Cph, HØRT, N55 and Råderum.

Supported by: The Danish Arts Foundation, 
The Committee for Visual Arts in the Danish 
Arts Council and The Copenhagen Art Week

The theme of the 2016 Copenhagen Art Week,  
“open gestures”, was thought of as an invitation 
to a personal encounter. The three projects 
presented by B_Tour lead audiences through 
the streets of Copenhagen while sharing and 
engaging with the physical, social and 
conceptual environment of neighborhood life. 

Ion Sørvin (N55) & Anne Romme: The Practice of 
Everyday Life - A stroll through the city while tapping 
into a private conversation between Ion Sørvin (founder 
of N55) and architect Anne Romme while they discuss 
living in Copenhagen, politics, family life, economy and 
architecture.

HØRT: Deltagerinvolverende lydvandring HJEM TIL 
BLÅGÅRDEN  - Blågårds Plads and the social housing 
project of Blågården are often described from an 
outsider's perspective. In HJEM TIL BLÅGÅRDEN, a tour 
realised by the performance collective HØRT, this 
forgotten part of Nørrebro and Copenhagen, is told 
through the eyes of the people who inhabit it.

Alt_Cph16 Crosscuts: In the Eye of the Beholder - In the 
Eye of the Beholder is an audio tour by locals from the 
Sundholm area who are sharing deeply personal stories 
about their own neighbourhood, work, life and art.

http://copenhagenartweek.dk/en/kunstture/


Shifting Perspective: A One-to-One Walk Through Neukölln - June 2016

The tour was a collaboration between B_Tour and Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung for the conference 
"How do we achieve integration?" and 48 Stunden Neukölln.

Supported by: Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung Berlin. 

Current inhabitants of Berlin with stories of migration that shape european identity today lead 
audiences on a one-to-one tour through the streets of Neukölln. The tour implements two main 
strategies: the intimacy of a one to one relationship between a performer and a spectator and the 
effectivity of projected imagination. What is one’s relationship to the word “home” in the context 
of global mobility?

On the tour, each participant is invited to explore the heart of Neukölln through a set of personal 
stories, the reduction of the senses and an exchange of trust. These personal encounters between 
two people and the shared everyday anecdotes reflect in their own way the complexity of 
socio-political experiences. The tour is created by B_Tour Festival in collaboration with the artist 
Ilona Marti. 



Movement in Public Space 
B_Tours Leipzig was a collaboration between: 
Tanzarchiv Leipzig e.V., Schauspiel Leipzig, 
Schaubühne Lindenfels Leipzig, Leipzig University, 
Halle 14, Jüdische Woche Leipzig, Galerie für 
Zeitgenössische Kunst Leipzig and more. 

Supported by: Kulturstiftung des Freistaates Sachsen, 
Leipzigstiftung, Nationales Performance Netz, Fonds 
Darstellende Künste and more.

The festival focused on corporeal practices in the 
context of public urban life while the notion of 
movement was explored physically, conceptually and 
metaphorically. Various forms of individual and 
collective movement were considered: basic patterns 
of everyday movement and dancing in pedestrian 
zones, social choreographies and the impact of 
political movements and demonstrations in the city. 

Bewegung im Stadtraum / Movement in Public Space 
B_Tours Leipzig / 02.07. - 12.07.2015

The program also included: 
- Four panel discussions in the subject of: 

Art and Activism in the City
Urban Sounds and Imaginary Spaces
Creative Capital(ism) – Cultural Sustainability in 

City Development 
Tracing Histories of the Public Space in Leipzig

Some of the speakers were: Prof. Dr. Patrick Primavesi 
(department of theater studies Leipzig / Tanzarchiv Leipzig 
e.V.), Karsten Gerkens (Office for Urban Regeneration and 
Residential Development), Jan Deck (director, dramaturge 
and curator of the performing arts), Dr. Martin Steffens (48 
Stunden Neukölln), Sophia New (plan b) among others.

- A public screening program: 
Urban Narratives: Cities shaping People, People 

shaping Cities
- And two workshops: 

Traces of walking. Creating an imaginary sound 
book of Leipzig, with noTours, augmented aurality

Universal Dancer

Selected projects: 

Tanz Aller - Ein Bewegungschor / LIGNA: 
Ole Frahm (GER), Michael Hüners (GER), 
Torsten Michaelsen (GER)

The Strange Half-Absence of Wandering 
at Night / Johanna Steindorf (BRA/GER)

Kaufhaus Ury / Hermann Heisig (GER)

Phonorama / Jens Heitjohann (GER), 
Michael Markert (GER)

Ghost Tracks: Karl-Heine-Straße / friendly 
fire (GER)

The Silent Walk / Britta Wirthmüller (GER)





Re-Placing the Periphery - B_Tours Berlin 
2015 was a collaboration between Galerie M, 
ZK/U Berlin, PAP - Performing Arts Programm, 
miphgasch/Begegnung e.V. , 48 Stunden 
Neukölln, Ogino Knauss and more.

The terms “center” and “periphery” are 
conceptual constructs denoting not only 
geographical but social, economic and cultural 
formations. The selected projects were actively 
Re-Placing the Periphery, challenging the 
parameters according to which these terms are 
applied and redrawing cultural and 
sociopolitical boundaries. The tours illustrated 
the challenges this thought-framing and 
reality-creating terms “center” and “periphery”  
bring forward and experimented with various 
place-making strategies.

Re-Placing the Periphery - B_Tours Berlin / 26.06. - 28.06.2015
The program also included: 
- Three panel discussions in the subjects of: 

Re-Placing the Periphery
Touristification! New ideas for sustainable tourism
Move your Kiez! Young people shaping their city

Some of the speakers were: Jochen Becker (author, lecturer 
and curator), Eduard Kögel (urban planner and researcher), 
Laura Colini (Dipl. Arch.Phd in Urban and Territorial Studies), 
Friederike Landau (TU Berlin), Natalie Holmes (Context 
Travel), Mary Scherpe (Stil in Berlin), Ulrike Granitzki 
(miphgasch/Begegnung e.V.), Brigitte Steiner Projektleitung 
“StadtRebellen – 1 km² x anders” among others.
- And a workshop: 

Tell your Kiez! Eine Expedition für Jung und Alt
Tell your Kiez! An expedition for the Young and 

Younger

Selected projects: 

Tourgasm: Marzahn / Nima Keshtkar (IRN), 
Iva Kirova (BGR), Danielle Kourtesis 
(USA/GER), Ina Weise (GER) 

Neukölln. A Better Place / Wanda Dubrau 
(GER)

Other Dreams / Martin Hansen (AUS/GER), 
Kareth Schaffer (USA/GER)

Recording / Recoding / Sheri Simons 
(USA/GER)

Ostkreuz - In  Search for a Collective 
Future? / Nina Gribat (GER), Hannes 
Langguth (GER), Mario Schulze (GER)

http://www.pap-berlin.de/




Seeing the City with New Eyes - B_Tours Belgrade 2014 
was a collaboration between 80/10, REX Cultural Center, 
BITEF - Belgrade International Theater Festival, KC Grad, 
Cultural Centre of Belgrade (KCB), Nova Iskra design 
incubator, Scene Design Studies, Department of 
Architecture and Urbanism at the Faculty of Technical 
Sciences at Novi Sad University and The 55th October 
Salon. 

Supported by: ECF- European Cultural Foundation, National 
Tourist Organisation of Serbia, UK Parobrod and 
Goethe-Institute Belgrade.

With the vacuum left by the lack of coherent and transparent 
governmental support, various forms of self organization 
became prominent in the city over the past few years. The 
festival investigated the role of socially engaged art or 
community based art in these socio-economic conditions. 
The project explored strategies which create the premise for 
dialogue, collaboration, critical participation, and free 
choices. 

Seeing the City with New Eyes - B_Tours Belgrade / 26.09. - 28.09.2014
The program also included: 
- Two panel discussions in the subject of: 

Get-Together of local Cultural and Social 
Initiatives

Participatory City
Some of the speakers were: Association district 6, Tre 
i Beograd / Third Belgrade, U10 Gallery, Nova 
Kolekcija/New Collection
Ministarstvo Prostora/Ministry of Space
Nikola Marković project manager Urban Incubator
Radivoje Dinulović and Miljana Zeković, SCEN, FTN
Milena Putnik, artist among others.
- And an ARTIST IN RESIDENCE program / 20. - 28. 
09.2014
Three artists from Germany on a one-week residential 
research program, presenting their tour through 
Belgrade. With the support of UK Parobrod, Kapetan 
Mišina 6a.

Selected projects: 

Unknown Lover: Lower Dorćol Love 
tour / Miloš Tomić (RS)

OpenCity – Belgrade / Andrew Brown 
(UK)

Reversed cartography – from online 
map to the streets of Vracar / Nela 
Milić (RS)

Spicy Histories (my Belgrade, our 
state) / Joseph Patricio (PH / DE)

Die Wohnung / Anna Romanenko (DE) 
_Gabriel Hensche (DE) _Adrianna 
Liedtke (DE) _Henrik Hillenbrand (DE)





B_Tours Berlin 2014 was a collaboration 
between 80/10 Belgrade, Kothe&Christ oHG, 
Deutsches Theater, English Theater Berlin and 
Stadtsichten e.V. / querstadtein.

Supported by: Prince Claus Fund, Radio Aporee, 
Kulturallianzen, ECF- European Cultural 
Foundation, Deutschlandradio Kultur, the 
Canadian Embassy in Berlin, Arttours Stuttgard 
and Nottingham Trent University.

Inspired by the research conducted in Belgrade 
in the year leading up to the festivals, B_Tours 
Berlin featured tours that examined civil 
participation and self organisation as political 
structures. The projects explored various 
strategies of knowledge production, the 
relationship between the group and the 
individual and performativity in public spaces. 

B_Tours Berlin / 08.08. - 10.08.2014
The program also included: 
- Four panel discussions in the subject of: 

Guided Tours as an Artistic  Strategy
Participatory City 
Urban Narratives
How do New Communication Technologies 

Affect our Perception of Urban Space? 
Some of the speakers were: Kaspar Wimberley 
(Stuttgart Arttours), Renate Zentschnig/Michiel 
Huijsmen (Soundtrackcity NL), Christina 
Riesenweber (Stadtaspekte Magazine), Teresa Dillon 
(Urban Knights), Anja Fritz & Nike Kraft (Guerilla 
Architects), Martin Kohler, Michelle Teran, Susa Pop 
and Jasmin Grimm (Public Art Lab) among others. 
- And a graphic design exhibition of the Belgradian 
based design collective SILKSKRIN which designed 
the visual identity for B_Tour Festival 2014. 

Selected projects: 

Eine Fahrt für eine Person / Birgit Auf der Lauer 
(RO/GER) and Caspar Pauli (GER)

The Berlin Circle Audio Walk / Daniel Brunet 
(US / DE)

Verwisch die Spuren / LIGNA: Ole Frahm, 
Torsten Michaelsen and Michael Hüners (GER) 

Strays / Melissa Deerson (AU)

The Schlafgänger / Francois Lombarts (NL)

Draußen schlafen ist eine Kunst - Uwe Tobias 
zeigt sein Berlin-Mitte / Uwe Tobias & 
querstadtein (GER)





B_Tours Berlin / 30.08. - 01.09.2013
B_Tours Berlin 2013 was a collaboration between 
Rimini Protokoll, Apartment Project e.V., Museum 
Neukölln, ZK/U (Zentrum für Kunst und Urbanistik) 
and Wasteland Twinning Network and Month of 
Performance Art Berlin. 

As the first festival dealing with the guided tour as an 
artistic strategy, 17 projects by local and international 
artists, architects and experts of everyday life explored 
experimental approaches to conventional touristic 
practices. The tours experimented with participatory 
tactics, the politics of interventions and referred to 
Berlin’s social/cultural/geographical fabric. 

The program also included: 
- Two panel discussion were 
presented during the festival: 

Touring as an Artistic 
Strategy
Participants: Stefan Kaegi (Rimini 
Protokoll), KABA HAT, Camila Rhodi, 
Rosa van Goudoever, Francesca 
Romana Ciardi, Birte Endrejat, Sandra 
Rasch, Carsten Voss, Anne-Marie 
Ouellet

Politics of Public Spaces
Participants: Bertram Weisshaar, 
Annie Wan, Lucia Martinez Estefania, 
Paula Cardells, David Bell, Alex Head

Selected projects: 

50 Kilometers of files - a walk-in Stasi radio 
play / Rimini Protokoll (GER)

Reorganized and Restructured / Birte Endrejat 
(GER)

Alte Wege gehen, neue Wege sehen / Roos 
Versteeg & Barbara Lenz (GER)

24 Hours Holiday / KABA HAT (TUR)

Slowtime / Helwes and van Goudoever (NLD)

Around the Corner / Annie Wan (HKG)

http://www.rimini-protokoll.de/website/en/about_sk.html
http://www.rimini-protokoll.de/website/en/about_sk.html




Participation in lectures, panels etc...

As professionals in the field of art in public spaces, we were invited to participate in the following panels, programs and public talks:

♦ Stipendium for the participation in the International Forum, Theatertreffen at Berliner Festspiele. (Berlin, 2016)

♦ Lecture: Imagining new Spaces for an Urban Society through Artistic Guided Tours. Invited by the Architecture foundation Vilnius and Goethe Institute 
Lithuania, part of a lecture series: The Power of Excursions. (Vilnius, 2015)

♦ Q&A at Coffee and Curating organized by Contemporary Art Exchange and Supermarkt. (Berlin, 2015)

♦ Art and the City at Summer School Vienna presented by INNES Vienna – International Network for Educational Support in Higher Education. (Vienna, 
2015)

♦ Best Practice Panel: European Theatre Projects at the 2014 Get-Together of the Independent Performing Arts Industry presented by LAFT – 
Landesverband Freie Darstellende Künste Berlin. (Berlin, 2014)

♦ Mobile Makers Labs for Participatory Processes at Urban Reflections, curated and presented by Public Art Lab (Berlin) as part of the international 
program of Connecting Cities. (Berlin, 2013)



Press:

Berliner Zeitung: Auf Tour durch das fast geheime Berlin, 
7 August 2014

Das B_Tour-Festival lädt an drei Tagen zu Führungen in die 
unbekannte Nachbarschaft ein, um neue Blickwinkel auf 
altbekannte Orte und urbane Lebensformen zu erkunden. 
Spannend ist das Festival deswegen vor allem auch für 
Einheimische.

Sugarhigh: Tour This. First B_Tour guided walking tour festival, 
26 August 2013

Granted, a city like Berlin has a lot more to offer than bike tours 
of Brandenburg Gate. The first citywide B_Tour Festival brings 
together 17 of the noteworthiest, off-the-grid city tours, all of 
which were specifically conceived for the festival by selected 
artists and collectives with a socio-political twist in mind.

Neuköllner.net: Neukölln wird optimiert, 27 June 2015

Wie kann Neukölln zu einem besseren Ort werden? Die Künstlerin 
Wanda Dubrau führt Besucher im Rahmen des B_Tour Festivals während eines 
Spaziergangs von der Hasenheide über Umwege zum Alfred-Scholz-Platz. 
Unterwegs werden verschiedene Neuköllner Problempunkte von ihrem Alter 
Ego optimiert.

Bpigs: Walking through walls with Bram Esser, 27 June 2015

What better way to start your usual Saturday morning, but by a B_Tour around 
the Plattenbauten of bleak Lichtenberg? Our guide for this urban Ausflug was 
Bram Esser, a philosopher who defines himself as an explorer of the everyday – 
a fact which was verified quickly enough.

FluxFM: Ein Interview mit Christin Prätor und Wanda Dubrau, 24 June 2015

Wir haben Christin Prätor von B_Tours und Wanda Dubrau zu uns ins Studio 
eingeladen. Letztere führt mit ihrer Tour A Better Place durch Neukölln und 
versucht eine direkte Antwort auf die Konflikte zu finden, die mit dem 
Gentrifizierungsprozess einhergehen.



Also Known on:

Trailer: 

https://vimeo.com/150425000

https://vimeo.com/150425000
https://vimeo.com/150425000


Contact:

info@b-tour.org
+49(0)157 749 345 30

www.b-tour.org
www.facebook.com/btourfestival

twitter.com/b_tour_festival

mailto:info@b-tour.org
http://www.b-tour.org
http://www.b-tour.org
http://www.facebook.com/btourfestival
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